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Wyche Fowler holds Q & a session at ASC

and millions could be saved if we cut veter
ans' pensions. They did the same thing on
social security. But I'm going to tell you, I
Armstrong's campus usually stands think the Grace Commission not only did a
quiet and empty on Saturdays, but on 6 M
ay good job, but for once it had a real impact.
it was buzzing with people of all ages head Q: I would like you to vote NO on the
ing for Jenkins Hall. The occasion was a ABC [day care] bill because it does not
dramatic open meeting with senator Wyche give mothers a choice of day care ar
Fowler, who represents Georgians in Wash rangement and places all day care under
ington.
a new bureaucracy.
Fowler, a 13 year veteran of Congress, F: The effort on behalf of a national child
has had 159 town meetings all across care policy has come about because of
Georgia. The ASC meeting was his second several reasons. One, what you and I think
for Chatham County.
of as an American family sadly is no longer.
Fowler's D.C. report began with the Now over 50% have only one parent and
statement that the adoption of the Ameri 65% of all the dual parent families have
can budget that
both mother and fa
week had been "a """"""~~~™"""""
ther working outside
traumatic experi "Every president that I have the home.
Most
served withhas wanted to keep welfare families say
ence."
Fowler men the social security surpluses the primary reason
tioned t hat he had in the unified budget in order they can't get off
met with president
welfare and accept a
to make the true deficit look good paying job is
Bush the Wednes
day before and told smaller."
. that they don't have
him "to his face"
the money for some
that he is off to the best start of any of the one to look after their children. We have
three presidents he has served with in Con some people in this business with 40 kids
gress. Fowler believes Bush moved very back in their garage and only one person to
swiftly on the Savings and Loan crisis and supervise. Then you have a fire, you have
on the advisement of a bi-partisan plan on a child molestation — you have some ter
rible thing. Thankfully that has not hap
Central America.
He states that the S &L bill is the biggest pened very often in Georgia, but there are
in the history of Congress, "about four cries throughout the country that there ought
times bigger than anything we've ever had to be basic rules and regulations as to who
before, 150 billion dollars to avert a finan can operate child care.
Q: I keep hearing information about a
cial disaster."
by Tricia Podmore

He continued with the fact that after the
S & L crisis a major oil spill occurred in
Alaska and may end up costing the taxpay
ers 25 to 50 billion dollars.
The meeting was then opened to ques
tions.
Question: How come the banks can af
ford to loan money, but the federal gov
ernment cannot print money to loan it to
the banks with interest to lower the na
tional debt?
Fowler: I think this is a helpful suggestion
that ought to be explored. We have re
strained the money supply in the past few
years, and cut off what would have been in
place to by discontinuing to print money.
Q: A number of years ago the Grace
Commission was set up to look at ways
the government could save money. As
far as I know it has been lost or ignored.
F: What they did is they named thousands
of recommendations of how money could
be saved and abuse eliminated. Hundreds
of these recommendations were done within
the first three months by the executive
branch. Now there was one criticism of the
Grace Commission that was accurate, that
they went a little bit from administrative
procedures; for instance, they said millions

plan to take $6 billion out of the social
security trust fund to reduce the federal
deficit.
F: For accounting purposes only, every
president that I have served with has wanted
to keep the social security surpluses in the
unified budget in order to make the true
deficit look smaller.
Q: Why can't civil service and military
be exempt from the [catastrophic] health
care plan?
F: Not going to do that, to be fair
everybody's going to be under the same
program or we're not going to do it.
Everbody's going to be in or we're not
going to have a system.
Q: What was your vote on the John
Tower nomination?
F: I voted!
Q: At the beginning of your talk, you
talked about how we need better educa
tion. Are there are any plans before
Congress for incentives to bring better
teachers into our education system, to
better salaries of teachers, and to find al
ternatives to raising taxes to support our
education system?
F: Yes and no. We have a substantial
federal commitment to education, as you

photo by Tricia Podmore

Senator Wyche Fowler adeptly fields questions on many issues during a
Saturday forum in Armstrong's Jenkins Hall
know. Some of us are fighting hard be your comments on the trade deficit.
cause, as I said, there is no h
igherpriority to F: No one makes you buy foreign products.
not only increase our research but to in You decide you're going to buy the prod
crease our aid to colleges and universities. ucts of American labor and that's the an
Many things we know
swer to our trade
we simply are not
deficit, when the
doing and I think that A wheelchair-bound audience people say,"We the
is where the federal member told Fowler, "I thought people are going to
leadership must come
someone would hurt them- buy Americanin.
made products."
A man stood and selves getting me in here!"
Q:
Senator
unfurled a Japanese
Fowler, would you
flagstate on your n
i vitation that the place the
Q: We are giving America away, and I meeting is held in is not wheelchair ac
wonder what all my efforts [to capture cessible! I thought someone would hurt
this flag in WWII] were for. Excuse me themselves getting me in here! .
for getting so emotional. I would like F: We came here for the free parking. •

Writer, artists visit Armstrong
Recently, ASC has had a number of dis
tinguished guests, such as Nobel laureate
Czeslaw Milosz. Presently, we have three
more prominent visitors on campus.
Chinua Achebe, a world-renown author
of post-colonial Africa, will lecture today
at Armstrong at 11:30 am in Jenkins Audi
torium. Achebe's visit to ASC will be the
first time he has lectured in the deep south.
He will participate in forums, discussions,
and classes during his visit to the area.
Achebe won immediate worldwide
acclaim with the publication of his first
novel, Things Fall Apart, in 1957. The
novel is a look at A
frica from the inside and
deals with the coming of Europeans to

Africa. The Nigerian author has since
written four more novels, the latest pub
lished in 1987.
The tour is being sponsored by the For
eign Language and Culture Center, a divi
sion of the Chancellor's Special Funding
Initiative.
Bogota, Colombia, artists Ron and Glo
ria Duncan will lecture on Colombian folk
ceramics 19 May at 10:30 in Fine Arts,
room 206. During their stay at Armstrong
they have given slide lectures and studio
demonstrations on such topics as pre-Colom bian art and the infl
uence of tribal art on
modem art.
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EDITORIAL
Enlarge your vocabulary: read the comics
by Anne Muller
I know, I k now, you're sick of hearing
about it.
The students think Homer is a nickname
to avoid, and the teachers think it's a bu
reaucratic abbreviation for the roll-taking
period.
But what's so greatabout this example is
it brings the art of justify ing tonew heights.
You thought you done good when you
explained to your parents that a hunchpunch party is an intensive sociological
marketing experiment for Kool-Aid.
But educators and newspapermen have
just surpassed every known effort to make
something really goofy sound great.
During Newspaper in Education Week
the Savanah Morning News/Evening Press
ran a full-page adwith ideas foreducational
activities for schoolchildren.
Deciding what to wear based on the
weather forecasts was considered an edu
cational activity for fifth and sixth graders.
Yeah.
And cutting out numbers from the
newspaper, pasting them on looseleaf, and
spelling the numbers out should, according
to the ad, really be both enlightening and
great fun for seventh and eighth graders.
They would also be beefing up their
skills with re ference materials by finding
the television and w eather sections, using
the front page index.

And then, of course, there was my per
sonal favorite. To enlarge their vocabulary
and expand their understanding of seman
tic relationships, high school students could
find unfamiliar words in the comic section
and guess their meaning from the context.
Unfamiliar words in the comics page?
Jeez.
Rambling recently through the comics
page, I found some words that would really
challenge a high schooler (I've only picked
the most difficult, so you coeds wouldn't go
away from this without learning something
new):
initiating, awareness, errant, poli
cies, tolerate, cerebral, and erosion
At least we now have a well-rounded
educational system: the students are igno
rant, and the assignments stupid.
You'd think somebody would get a grip
and realize that they have to ask something
of students. They are capable of actually
reading an article to learn new words. Or
at least they could be capable of it.
It's great that the n ewspapermen cared
enough to try to encourage the kids to read
more than the T -shirts in Joker's Novelty.
But the comics section isn't exactly a step
up.
Allan Bloom expounds upon this prob
lem in greater depth in his book, The Clos
ing of the American Mind. When I go to buy
Cliffs Notes for the Iliad, I'll see if they have
them for his book. •
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student never caught breaking into lab
enclosed the air conditioners, open t he
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter to comment on window, and crawl inside. I didthisatleast
the article written for the April 19, 1989, ten times. No one ever asked me any ques
edition of the Inlcwell, by Lisa Gunderson, tions, nor did they see me. I co uld have
regarding the campus security problems. taken anything in the world that I wanted
Every comment which she made in her from the building; therefore, I can under
article was well worth reading. The cam stand that "of the 33 security incidents, 20
pus security guards are slack and are too of the crimes [were] theft by taking." Annstrong not only needs better lig hting and
lazy to perform their jobs correctly.
better
training for the security guards, but
I experienced the security problem first
also
needs
new, efficient ones.
hand last quarter, when I took a class which
I
am
glad
that Ms. Gunderson wrote this
required me to go into the lab every day,
article.
Someone
needed to bring attention
and even on weekends. Many times the
to
this
growing
problem
at Armstrong. Ifl
building which Ineeded to enter was lock
ed.
could
break
into
this
college
just to do my
Our professor instructed us to hunt down
lab
work,
I
know
that
any
common
criminal
the security guard on duty and ask him to let
would
think
that
he
was
havin
g
open
season
us in. After looking everywhere, including
on
computer
equipment,
desks,
chairs,
etc.
the lounges around campus, I still could
name
withheld
never find a single security guard who
could let me in. Finally, Ifound a way to get Editor's note: The beeper number f or
into the building without the assistance of a security is 944-9125.
security guard: Iwould jump thegate which

Students missed out on Mike Rayburn

Editor:
Once again I m ust complain about the
apathy of the ASC students. Recently we
had thepriviledge of having one of NACA's
(the National Association of College Ac
tivities) premier college entertainers per
form on our campus. His name was Mike
Rayburn and he is considered one of the
best guitar players touring the college cir
cuit today.
Mike played to a whopping crowd of ten
people. Ten satisfied and happy students.
ItcostCUB $750 to puton this show. $750
for ten people to watch a show. That is $75
per ticket. That's expensive. Bon Jovi only
charged $20. But hey, who cares? We, the
ten lucky students, didn't have to pay. No.
You, the apathetic of Armstrong State
College, paid for it. I w ould like to thank
you personally for providing us with a very
enjoyable evening of music.
The music repertoire of Mike Rayburn
includes such artists as Bach and Beethoven;
Waylon and Johnnie C.; Charlie Daniels
and Alabama; Ray Charles and Stanley Jor
dan; AC/DC and White Lion; Bryan
Adams, the Beatles, Simon and Garfunkle;

Dan Fogelburg and Elton John; Princeand
MichaelJ.; Styx,SteelyDanandtheSpact
Age Cowboy; and many others plus some
excellent originals including 'This L it*
Boat" and "Stupid."
There was a little bit of everything fa
everyone. But no one showed up t o listen
to anything. So we the few who did knot
that you the many missed out on something
extraordinary. Your loss, not ours.
I would like to point out that the pub*
ity for this past year has been ver y gW1
There have been posters, flyers, table tent
and mailouts put out. So the only excuse
left is that the students who complain tha'
nothing goes on on campus are really j*
part of the many that don't care. It's your
money being spent. If you want someth"1else on campus contact CUB or SGA.
Sincere')

Robert C. Edenfield
Mike Rayburn you did a fantasu^

P.S.
job!!!
Editor's note: Robert Edenfield served^«•
Rock Me productions chairmanfroml
89

COLLEGE POLITICS
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What it's like to he the only one
the problems of minorities
on majority campuses
by

Evelyn Dandy, education dept.
Thursday 25 May 12:30
in Health Professions Aud.

Student Right vs student Right
the kids what bestiality means. The state
CR decertified its ASU chapter in retali
ation.
Student conservatives, a short time ago
The Univeristy of Arizona chapter then
assembled into a unified, cohesive political suspended its president, Paul Rossi, who
force, have begun splintering off into ever also happened to be the state chairman.
smaller and narrower groups.
Rossi, in turn, revoked UA's state affili
The conservatives are similarly divided ation.
over whether the development is a boon or
Bickering Republican students in Texas,
bane to the movement
Florida, California, and Missouri also have
"It has hurt the conservative movement traded insults, expelled each other, tried to
that splinter groups have gone off and done yank charters and even exchanged lawsuits
their own thing," said Tom Lizardo, head of during the past two school years.
the Washington, D.C., based Young Ameri
The splintering is strikingly similar to
cans for Freedom (YAF), which used to be what happened on the student Left 25 years
the single biggest
.
ago, when infighting
rightiststudentgroup
"The Left had great spawned the Student
in the United States.
schisms, purges, and violent Nonviolent Coordi
"No single con
nating Committee,
servative group has confrontations," but splits the Mobilization
earned a monopoly among conservatives are a Against The War,
on yout h conserva sign of strength and "aren't Students for a Demo
cratic
Society,
tive activities," re adversarial."
Weatherman and
plied Morton Blackwell, who s ince 1979 has been training other groups that were ever more ideologi
young conservatives at his Leadership In cally "pure" and "activist" than their prede
stitute. "Amovementbasedonanumberof cessors.
"Everything we do is an imitation of the
independent g roups is stronger than one
Left,"
agreed Ray Bianchi, a University of
structural organization."
Iowa
student
who founded the Conserva
Where once YAF—followed by the
tive
Intellectual
Association last year to
College Republicans (CR)—were keepers
finish
a
divorce
from what he calls the
of the con servative flame, there is now
Students for America, competing statewide "demagoguery" of the YAF and CR cam
CR chapters, the Conservative Intellectual pus chapters and the Campus Review
Association and the Student Defense Alli newspaper.
The Leadership Institute's Blackwell
ance, among others.
Founded in 1960 by William F. Buck disagreed. "The Left had great schisms,
ley, YAF beg an losing members in the purges and violent confrontations," but
early 1980s, culminating in 1983 when the splits among conservatives are a sign of
group chewed up more than $100,000 in strength and "aren't adversarial."
Others trace the fragmentation to the
legal fees to settle who was its rightful
absence
of a devil figure on the the Left and
leader.
presence
of Ronald Reagan on the Right.
Bickering an d power plays also have
"People have grown up under Ronald
Plagued the C ollege Republicans, once a
Reagan. There's no Jimmy Carter to moti
major player in the 1984 re-election of
vate them," observed Patrick Meehan, di
Ronald Reagan.
rector of educational programs at the Na
At the top, national chairman Stockton
tional Conservative Foundation in Wash
Reeves was accu sed by CR opponents in
ington,
D.C.
1987 of bullying, packing conventions with
"There's no real direction of conserva
unqualified delegates, meddling in campus
tism on college campuses," agreed Doug
and state cha pter affairs and inappropri
Phillips, who founded the lightest Observer
ately trying to al ign the group with thenat the College of William and Mary nine
prcsidential candidate Jack Kemp.
. .
Such divisiveness apparendy has drifted years ago.
The YAF's Lizardo, for one, is tired ot
t0 state and local chapters.
it "It's time for a reunification. We need
In Arizona, for example, Arizona State
to go tend to the business of beating liberUniversity CR chairman Robert Davis last <-"6" 7". "•
hat r assume we're all in
M Wed „ enliven a campaign Mop a, a
junior high school by explaining in detail to business for.'
by Amy Hudson, CPS

Minorities on campuses
(CPS) Students on at least a dozen
campuses, organized as the National Black
Student Action Day, demonstrated for more
black studies courses, more minority fac
ulty members and better counseling pro
grams 20 April.
Students at the College of Wooster in
Wooster, Ohio, and at Wayne State Univer
sity in Detroit occupied campus buildings
to press efforts to get their schools to hold
more minority studies classes, sell stock ht e
schools hold in companies that do business
in segregationist South Africa, and hire
counselors for black students.
Wayne State students ended a 13-day
sit-in 23 April when administrators agreed
to increase African Studies funding, hire
black teachers and offer ten more scholar
ships to black students.

"These are all issues the college has
been addressing and will continue to ad
dress," College of Wooster spokesman Jeff
Hanna said in a statement. "We've been
having discussions on these concerns for
maybe three weeks."
Wooster, however, has yet to agree to a
specific timetable to hire more minority
faculty members.
About 30 black students also tried to
take over the administration building at
Penn State University, where a series of
confrontations during the spring has raised
racial tensions, but were stopped by offi
cials at the building's door.
Students of different ethnic backgrounds
staged peaceful marches at Trinity Univer
sity in San Antonio, at Barnard College,
and at Harvard and Duke universities. •>
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WILMINGTON ISLAND S/C
216 JOHNNY MERCER BLVD.
WILMINGTON ISLAND
SAVANNAH, GA. 31410
(912) 897-4273

OGLETHORPE MALL
7804 ABERCORN
SAVANNAH, GA. 31406
(912) 355-0119

WIDE SELECTION OF:
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TIMBERLAND
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O'NEIL
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ROCKPORT

get your graduation & father's day
shopping done early!
FREE GIFT WRAP
FREE PARKING

AROUND GEORGIA
Georgia faces same homeless
problem that plagues the US
Political help is at a standstill

Q Q Q
•» Security's beeper # is 944-9125,
•» Nigerian author Cfainua Achebe
lectures today at 11:30 in Jenkins Aud,
ASC Theatre-Masquers present
Cowardy Custard, a musical featuring
the music of Noel Coward, 18-20 &
25-27 May at 8 pm.
Colombian artists Ron & Gloria
Duncan will lecture on Colombian folk
ceramics 19 May at 10:30am in FA206.
Coming To America, starring Eddie
Murphy, will play in S tudio A 22-26
May. Big , starring Tom Hanks, will
play 29 May-2 June. Studio A movies
play at 8:30,10:30,12:30, and 2:30.
•+ ASC Wind Ensemble and College/
Community Band will perform 23 May
at 8 pm, FAA.
•o Dr. Ned Bibler, an employee ofSavan
nah River Plant, will give a lecture on
radioactive waste 24 May at 12:30 pm
in Solms Hall room 208.
•o Rev. Dr. Harold Bussell will lecture
on cults in Jenkins Auditorium on 24
May at 12:30 pm. Bussell is the author
of Unholy Devotion: Why Cults Lure
Christians.
Phi Mu will give ASC a Pre-Birthday Watermelon Party 24 May at 12:30

pm on the MCC patio.
Comedian/ventriloquist Jim Barber
returns to ASC and will per form at
12:30 pm in MCC on 24 May.
•» Evelyn Dandy will discuss the issue
of minorities on majority campuses as
part of the faculty lecture scries on 25
May at 12:30 pm in Health Professions
Auditorium.
•» ASC's 54th birthday party will be on
the MCC patio at 12:30 pm on 25 May,
Comedian/guitarist John Mulligan
will perform.
•«" Artwork by ASC students wi ll b e
featured in the Annual Juried Student
Art Exhibition until 26 May. The gal
lery is open 9 am-5 pm Monday through
Friday.
•» ASC Jazz Ensemble will performat
8 pm in Fine Arts Auditorium o n 2 9
May.
Malcolm Fuller will give his trom
bone senior recital 30 Mayat 12:30pm
in Fine Arts Auditorium.
•» The Chatham Association for R e
tarded Citizens isaccepting applications
for theLilla Mae Kicklighter scholar
ship. For more information contact
ASCs financial aid office.

The amendment calling for funding of
the Housing Trust Fund on last November's
ballot received 60% approval from voters.
John, 37, is a Vietnam veteran. He is It was left to the general assembly to come
physically and mentally healthy, and he up with a funding source, a task that should
have been easy because of a large increase
works two jobs. He is also homeless.
John is just one of a growing segment of over expected state revenues. The Trust
Georgia's homeless population who hold Fund appropriations bill died in the State
jobs, yet who cannot make ends meet be House Ways and Means Committee this
cause of the lack of affordable housing. past session.
They and the homeless people who cannot
But, at the same time, it is important to
find work are part of a crisis that can no recognize that our state and local govern
longer be ignored.
ments have been asked to take over much of
The primary cause of Georgia's home the federal government's historic role in
less problem is federal budget cuts for low setting standards and meeting human needs,
income housing.
without the necesFrom 1979 to the
————— sary revenues. The
present, public hous
The primary cause of federal block grants
ing assistance has Georgia's homeless problem and revenue sharing
been reduced by 70%.
that returned some
In the same period the is federal budget cuts for low of theGeorgia tax
number of homeless income housing. From 1979 payers' money to the
in Atlanta has risen to the present, public housing state have been se
from 1,500 to 10,000 assistance has been reduced verely cut in the last
people. Statewide the
ten years.
by 70%.
number exceeds
However, one
20,000. This does not
area of the federal
include those living in substandard hous budget has inflated dramatically: Pentagon
ing. Some have estimated that statewide spending. Over the past decade, Depart
over 50,000 homes must be built or im ment of Defense spending has risen from
proved.
r ingness to communicate is desired.
$114 to $289 billion a year. Add military- © Male camp counselors age 19 and olde
By slashing the budget for low income related expenses in the Department of En are needed 25-30 June at a camp for the © Volunteersareneededtoworkwiththe
housing the federalgovernment dismantled ergy, NASA and other budget components physically disabled. Counselorsactas"arms summer program for"at-risk" youth. People
the so-called "safety net" for many of and the current figure jumps to $405 bil and legs" for the campers to help allow with skills and interest in art or drama are
Georgia's families. In many cases this and lion, one-half of the federal discretionary them to participate in as many activities as especially needed.
low wage jobs have pushed former self- budget, according to the Center for Defense possible.
© Dirty dog dippers are needed to assist
sufficient householdsoff the financial high- Information.
© Individuals and groups are needed to a local pet league with shampooing, rinsing
wire.
This increase in Pentagon spending has help with summer camps and special events and dipping dogs on 27 May, 24 June and
Wage earners making five dollars an brought with itcomplaints of massive fraud, such as dances and carnivals for the physi
22 July.
hour find that half of their monthly income mismanagement and waste. The Grace cally disabled. Classes and camps are held
© Two volunteers are needed by a down
is needed for housing. Yet half of the jobs Commission, appointed by former presi daily with special events happening on
town Catholic church to help set up a new
created in the last ten years pay less than dent Ronald Reagan, estimated that $30 weekends.
religious library. Bothatypistandaperson
that. Families with children are the fastest
A group leader is needed at a correc who has knowledge of the Dewey Decimal
billion a year could be saved through strict ©
growing sector of the homeless population
tional
institution to work as a volunteer System are needed.
management of the Pentagon. Other poten
and now comprise one-third of the home
tial savings include cutting NATO deploy counselor for a large inmate population of
less who rely on metro Atlanta shelters.
ments, Star Wars research and funding for Vietnam veterans. A Vietnam vet with
For more information call the Volun
The Reagan administration's plan in
destabilizing weapons systems such as the counseling experience and a general will tary Action Center at 234-1636. *
pursuing these budget cuts was for thelocal
Trident II submarine force.
governments to pick upsome of the respon
A January, 1989 Atlanta Constitution
sibility for socialservices. Most states have
poll indicated that 53% of Southerners
failed in responding to these needs. Low
supported reduced spending on NATO and
Federal regulations requiring shrimp for royal red or rock shrimp.
income housing, education, and affordable
other overseas commitments. Nationwide,
trawlers to use Turtle Excluder Devices
health care have suffered.
The Georgia Department of N atural
polls have shown support for a shift in
(TEDs) and 90 minute tow times in Resources, Coastal Resources Division lias
Georgia is typical of many states in that spending priorities.
Georgia's offshore waters went into effect purchased and distributed 981 TEDs, ata
federal budget cuts in human needs pro
There is a variety of federal legislation
grams have forced too great a demand on
1 May, announced Georgia Department of monetary value of $235,000, to Georgia s
that addresses theaffordable housing prob
the state budget. Indeed, even though the
Natural Resources commissioner J. Leonard commercial shrimping community.
lem to help people like John. The most
Ledbetter.
most recent Georgia state budget rose by
TEDs were purchased using oil overchaig6
comprehensive proposals have come from
$687 million with an increase in the state
The new regulations are designed to funds.
representatives Ronald Dellums (D-Ca) and
sales tax, no new money was appropriated
reduce the capture and mortality rates of
Emergency regulations that went in®
John
Conyers, Jr. (D-Mi). Their measures
for low income housing.
endangered and threatened sea turtles and effect 9 March also require all shrimp traw
would cut back Pentagon spending, with
The homeless problem has been studied
will apply in all U.S. offshore waters from ers, except those fishing for royal red o r
by local and state task forces, whose find the savings going to permanently afford North Carolina to Texas.
rock shrimp, to use certified TEDs in of
ings wereincluded in the recent reportfrom able housing. Dellum's proposal would
Shrimp trawlers 25 feet or longer are shore waters between 29 latitude and
create
at
least
750
,000
units
of
low
income
the governor's office concerning housing
required to use TEDs in all nets, except try latitude (approximately PoncedeLeon Inkheaded by Emory University president Dr. housing. Proportioned by population, that nets. Shrimp trawlers less than 25 feet in
Florida to St. Andrews Sound, Georgia
Jim Laney. One initial solution advanced would mean 15,000 homes in Georgia, length which fish without TEDs must limit
The emergency regulations are effect
creating
approximately
40,000
new
jobs
in
was creation of a Housing Trust Fund.
tow times to 90 minutes or less. These for 240 days. •
the slate. •
regulations do not apply to trawlers fishing
by Mark Yates and Anita Beaty

Volunteers needed for summer

TED law in effect as of 1 May

I
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Bullish job market for grads

Pell grant cops bust funding
(CPS) Federal investigators soon may be possession, or use of a controlled sub
conducting "spot checks" of students who stance..."
have Pell Grants to make sure they are not
Cavazos' new spot checks, the secretary
using illicit drugs.
said at the Conference on Drug Free Schools
U.S. Dept. of Education Secretary Lauro and Communities held in Baltimore, are to
Cavazos announced the new effort, in which help the department enforce the Drug-Free
investigators wou ld make spot checks at Workplace law, and make sure students are
various campuses to _______
telling the truth when
make sure the stu
they
sign the anti
U.S. Dept. of Education
dents are not taking,
drug form.
Secretary Lauro Cavazos
making or selling
The secretary
announced
the new effort, in added he expects
illegal drugs, in midApril.
which investigators would members of the pub
He also said he make spot checks at various lic to tell the educa
would rely on anony
campuses to make sure the tion dept., which ad
mous tips to deter
ministers most fed
mine whom to inves students are not taking, mak- eral college pro
ing or selling illegal drugs
tigate.
grams, about their
^™~' suspicions of their
"That's some —
scary stuff," ob served Scott Affleck, ex classmates.
"When there's someone who thinks they
ecutive director of the Philadelphia-based
American Asso ciation of University Stu have information on grants being improp
dents, a coalition of private campus student erly used, we welcome hearing from the
public on that," Bradshaw confirmed.
leaders.
Bradshaw also left open the the possibil
Education dep t. officials immediately
ity
that the department would yank a Pell
began backing off Cavazos' statement,
Grant
from a student whom it had found to
refusing to elaborate on what a "spot check"
be
using
drugs, but who had not yet been
might involve—a urinalysis? a broad ques
tioning of an accused student's friends?— convicted of anything in a court of law.
"That sounds like it would deprive them
or how the department might field anony
of their due process rights," said American
mous tips.
"We are still working out the details of Civil Liberties Union attorney Nina Pol
enforcement, including spot audits and spot lard.
Aside from the individual privacy is
checks," said de partment spokesman Jim
Bradshaw, cautioning that nothing is final. sues involved, campus aid officials saw
Cavazos' proposal as still another string
We are discussing the options."
Starting for their fall 1989 term, stu attached to student aid.
"It's totally unrelated to financial aid,"
dents already will be required to sign anti
said
Karen Fooks, financial aid director at
drug pledges to get federal college aid.
the
University
of Florida.
Under the Drug-Free Work Place Act of
Financial
aid
offices are already un
1988, all federal grant recipients—from
fairly
burdened
with
making sure students
weapons builders to students—will be
are
U.S.
citizens
and,
if eligible, are regis
required to prove they don't take illegal
tered
for
the
draft.
Making
sure Pell Grant
drugs. Before getting their Pell Grants,
recipients
aren't
using
illegal
drugs means
students will have to sign a form swearing
more
paper
work.
"It's
a
whole
new docu
they "will not engage in the unlawful
ment
for
us
to
track,"
she
complained.
•
manufacture, distribution, dispensation,

UPDATE:
regarding the athletic committee article in the 3 May issue
The Inkwell- The faculty approved the amendment to e
/laws that requires the athletic director to consult with tne
iculty athletic committee before making major decisions
f

(CPS) Predictions that the class of '89
would find a welcoming, strong job market
for itself this spring are coming true, cam
pus placement officers say.
Seniors interviewing for jobs through
Michigan State University's placement
office, for example, have amassed "a mas
sive recruitment schedule," reported MSU's
Tom Luten, who estimated visiting compa
nies are offering ten to 15% more jobs than
they did last spring.
At Pepperdine University in Southern
California, career counselor Jerry McBee
said, "recruiting is a little better than in
previous years."
Nationwide, "companies are offering
higher average starting salaries than last
year," said Dawn Oberman of the College
Placement Council in Bethlehem, PA.
In general, most observers attribute the
boom to big corporations being in a pros
perous part of the business cycle.
"Business is very good," said Jim
Townsend, recruiting manager for Dow
Chemical USA, which plans to hire about
600 new grads this year.
Boull Worldwide Information Systems
plans to hire about ten percent more new
people this year than last, reported Gordon
Hampden, a consultant in employee and
college relations.
The Marriott Corporation expects "a
slow, sure growth rate of about 20% for the
next five years," said Trudy Marotta,
Marriott's college relations representative.
The growth translates into 2,000 to 3,000
new employees.
This spring, virtually every kind of major
seems to be in demand.
"Unemployment is down to five percent
nationally, and all boats rise with an incom
ing tide," said Victor Lindquist, North
western University's director of placement
services.
'The market for engineers is the best
since 1981-82," he added, noting the
Midwest's heavy manufacturing compa

nies have returned to campus to recruit.
"Downsizing and reorganization are com
plete."
Engineering majors are also the most
popular new grads at Memphis State Uni
versity, placement director Walter Warren
said. Marketing and accounting majors are
getting a lot of job offers at MSU as well.
Technical majors not only are getting
the most job offers, they're getting the
highest starting salaries, the CPC's Ober
man said.
Chemical engineering seniors are get
ting the fattest average starting salary of
fers, $32,812, up 5.9% from 1988, Ober
man found.
Accounting graduates can expect an
average salary of $25,261, 5.3% higher
than last year's $24,000.
Pay for graduates in "softer" fields like
Management Information went up moder
ately to $27,090 from $24,864 last year, a
nine percent increase.
New journalism grads, by contrast, can
expect to start at $ 18,51
3, the CPC' s latest
salary survey revealed.
"Everyone wants to be Dan Rather,"
said Michigan State's Luten, "but they can't
be."
"The location of a first job is difficult in
the arts, humanities, and social sciences,"
added Northwestern's Lindquist, "but that's
improved."
Yet the University of Oregon's place
ment director Larry Smith asserted that
most companies willing to hire liberal arts
students don't even go to campuses.
"It's a matter of cultural differences or
customs of the industry. In journalism they
expect you to 'go get the job' just as you
would 'get the story,'" said Smith.
Memphis State's Warren thinks the only
new grads having inordinate trouble find
ing jobs are those "who are having trouble
defining their career goals and communi
cating them to employers." •

BU insures students for life
(CPS) Boston University said it might try
to make money by buying life insurance
policies on BU students, and collecting the
payoffs when students die.
"I think it's a good idea," said student
union senate chairman Keith Tavares of
BU president John Silber's mid-April pro
posal. "I've heard things about it being a
morbid, unethical idea, but it's a fact of
life."
Other students were aghast at the notion
BU would make money from their deaths,
even though the program would be volun
tary.
"I have a feeling [Silber] hasn't thought
this through," said law student Drew
Kodjak. "It's going to make it a dracula
kind of school."
Under Silber's proposal, which is still in
the planning stage, BU would conduct a
fundraising drive to pay for the policies.
BU would initially raise $550,000 to

pay policies on 1,000 students. Silber esti
mated that after a few decades, the school
would start collecting a total of $350 mil
lion in benefits as today's students died.
While BU didn't know of any similar
plans at other campuses, St. Louis Univer
sity in Missouri has a plan in which an
alumnus makes a gift, and then allows the
school to buy a life insurance policy on the
alum. The program has helped build a
future endowment of $16 million, reported
the Rev. J. Barry McGannon, the school's
vice president for development.
Silber said that buying policies through
the years he can generate a $1 billion en
dowment by the year 2000.
Tavares thinks it would help keep tui
tion down in the future. "People complain
about high tuition, but when the university
comes up with a sound proposal they shoot
it down the tubes." •

AROUND CAMPUS

ASC Quoteline...
Do you think Oliver North should be pardoned?

"Yes, he was only playing a
part in what he was told to do.
They need to get to the source."
Mariella Stewart
freshman, undecided

"Yes, they shou d leave him
alone. Reagan and Bushknew
something about it. He only
did what they told him."
Velvetta Sherman

Yes, I don't think he was in it
alone. As far as Reagan and
Bush go, I think they should
be brought to testify"
William Graham
sophomore, business

"No, I feel that he believed he
was fighting a battle for the
whole country, doing what no
one else would do."
Dan Klafter
sophomore, undecided

"Hell yes! He's too cute to be
put in jail!"
Kathleen Bradley
sophomore, art

photo by Ron Speir

Armstrong fans gathered at Grayson Stadium on ASC day to witness the
defeat of the ASC basebal team to Columbus. The game was quickly
forgotten as the crowd moved out to the picnic held afterwards.

SGA and CUB get their feet wet
On Monday, 1May, the newly elected new senators w ith a basic kno wledge of
Student Government Association execu- senate procedures,
tive officers (Robert Spaulding, president;
The College Union Board, CUB, held
Marius Ruja, vice president; Christine the first of a three part workshop on 4 May
Heinrich, secretary; Robert Creech, treas- Each committee has new policies to operurer) met with vice president Joe Buck and ate under this year. No chairman can bring
a proposal before IK
A1Harris, director of
student activities, in
union board m em
Each senator is recruiting bers until ithas been
what turned out tobe
a lucrative goal-set- members for faculty/senate approved by a com
ting conference.
committees, and CUB needs mittee that con sists
This conference
to fill an opening for the pag of atleastfour mem
was not only de
bers. Each chained
eant committee chairmanship. has set aside ih|S
signed to prepare the
incoming officers
•
year's goals for ^
with a sense of direction but also to estab or her committee and will be evaluated
lish asense of unity and confidence among these goals throughout the year.
themselves. Some of the proposed goals
The student activities office (927-5oe
are to improve student services, increase has applications for SGA and CUB open
interest in SGA, and increase community ings, andthe executive officershave the m
awareness by developing ASC pride.
formation.
. ,,
On 8 May the senate participated in a
For all thosewho talk change, now is1
parliamentary procedure workshop con time to make changes ..
|((|
ducted by Harris. The workshop provides
To be effective, the SGA needs y011

I
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CLUB NEWS
Engineering Society

we have Bible studies every Tuesday at
12:30pm.
During the first week of May , the
P.S. Before we forget, you're invited to
Engineering Society sponsored the High the GSC-ASC-BSU B.P. That is a Beach
School Bridge Design contest. The student Party on 27 May at Tybee Island from
engineers tested each bridge for its maxi 11:00am until ??? It is for Georgia Southmum load-to-mass ratio. First place was em and Armstrong students.
won by Eugene Grindle from Thompkins
High with a ratio of 1483.3. Donnie Sand
ers from Richmond Hill followed in second
The chemistry department and the
place with a ratio of 556.9. Third place Americian Chemical Society will hold their
went to Robbie Simpson, also from annual banquet on 19 May at 7:00pm at
Richmond Hill. His max load-to-mass ratio Clyde's Blue Dolphin. The cost will be ten
was 512.5. All three winners received cash dollars per person.
awards from the Society.
Dr. Ned Bibler of the Savannah River
On 19 May at 7:30 the Engineering Plant will speak on campus on 24 May at
Society will have its annual Awards Ban 12:30pm in Solms Hall. The topic of the
quet. Awards will be given to outstanding lecture will be "Radioactive Waste ~ What
students and the president will make the is it? — What Are We Doing With it? —
opening speech. Anyone interested in at What Is Proposed to Do with it?"
tending should contact Dr. Jones.
Finally, Dr. James Griffith will give a
laser demonstration on31 May at 12:30pm
in Solms Hall.
Are you facing the end of the quarter
blues? Is the only thing you look forward to
Great changes are happening this school
when you get up in the morning going back
to bed?
year in physical education. With the reor
Well, we can change that!
ganization of the physical education degree
Wensdays and Fridays at 12:30pm we, in the fall, the majors decided to reorganize
the fun-loving individuals called BSUers, the PE Club, which is 20 members strong.
photo by Jeff Jackson, SPS get together to wine-and-dine and do things
The club is participating in Health
like play basketball and ping pong. If you Awareness Week 22-26 May. The club is
want to eat, have fun, or just meet new interested in adding new members—if you
folks, we're the place to be. So come join are interested contact Lynn Roberts, the
hood."
club's sponsor, in the PE department, or
When Shin immigrated to the United us.
By the way, if your into spiritaul growth, call 927-5339.
States, he worked for three years as a ship
chandler to earn money for college. "One
of the most valuable qualities of a man is his
ability to give his best against challenges
and enjoy the results of his efforts."
Shin has received academic recogni
tion from the Georgia state legislature. He
was accepted in Who's Who In American
Universities and Colleges, and is a member
of the ASC math, biology, and chemistry
honor societies. •

ACS

BSU

PE Club

Shin awarded Rotary Scholarship
Michael Shin, a chemistry major at
ASC, has received one of three Rotary Club
foreign study scholarships given statewide.
He will be attending the English speaking
summer school at the University of Oslo.
Shin wants to become a medical doctor,
and will attend Medical College of Georgia
in the fall. He stated that growing up in
South Korea,"where public information on
medicine was not available," influenced
his decision. "After witnessing the emo
tional stress, pain, and later financial diffi
culties of my close family, my interests in
medicine deepened during my early adult

Godfather's Now
Pizza.
Open

V

1 block west of Armstrong State College on Abercorn,
in Savannah Crossing Shopping Center

Student Special
Mini pizza or Deli Sandwich and Soft Drink

only $1.89 with Student ID
EAT IN
TAKEOUT
AND DELIVERY

Where friends meet!
photo by Andy Laughlin

A bridge made of toothpicks is tested in the high sch°°' brid9e
contest sponsored by the Armstrong engineering society

des

9

CALL 921-0500
Ask about our Special Student Discounts

The

Armstrong Masquers Present

" Cowardy Custard
Musical Entertainment Featuring the
Words and Music of Noel Coward
devised by
Gerald Frow, Alan Strachan, and Wendy Toye
Production Designed and Directed by John Suchower

May 18-20 and 25-27,1989 Nightly at 8:00
at The Playhouse in Jenkins Hall,
Armstrong State College
General Admission $4.00
For information and resevations
call 927-5354

An imaginative and innovative presentation of Noi
Coward s words, music, sketches, which also shows i
something of the man himself, Cowardy Custard contair
not only those classic medleys and duets such as "I'll Se
You Again," "Mad Dogs and Englishmen," and Let's D
It, but also previously unpublished material, biogra
phies, background and even a few of his little-know
poems. The result is a kaleidoscopic glimpse of t h
Coward achievement. The company of this musical &
travganza includes:

Beth Cohen
Steve Little
Rhonda Stratton
Cedric Stratton
Dana Skiljan
Alan Wilson
Ashlee Waldron
Chuck Vaughn
Anita Homansky, pianist

So come out and enjoy the wit and music of Noel
Coward in Cowardy Custard

ENTERTAINMENT
ASC choir brightens the void
each note with ease.
Harris modestly admitted that he was
"very
proud" of Dana's performance.
A REVIEW
The majority of the concert featured
"If it hadn't been for us there wouldn't
have been anyone there," commented an Handel's Four Anthems for theCoronation
elderhostel participant upon leaving the of King George II (1727). Here, the talents
Fine Arts Auditorium after a concert spon of the combined choirs displayed their fine
sored by the ASC department of fine arts, 5 attention to balance, clarity and style.
"Anthem No. 2 - Zadok the Priest" was
May.
the
first time the chorus was truly heard
The above comment is an overstate
above
the orchestra and what a sound! Ap
ment, but the attendance was sadly lacking
propriately
majestic, they ended with
at an excellent concert that showed off
enough
umph!
to make you want to come
some of Armstrong's and Savannah's fin
back
after
intermission.
est talent.
Only one anthem, "Anthem No. 4 - My
"Based on what they [Savannah Sym
phony representatives] heard Friday night," Heart is Inditing," featured soloists. Be
remarked Dr. Robert L. Harris, "they've cause of the impracticality of having five
invited us to sing in two Masterworks soloists sneak indiscreetly away from the
chorus and stand on the edge of the stage,
concerts scheduled next year."
Harris conducted the Oratorio Chorus the singers kept their anonymity and stayed
and Concert Choir with The Savannah hidden within the chorus. Amazingly, or
Symphony Chamber Orchestra celebrating not so amazing because of the talent dis
the music of Henry Purcell and George played, from this position the soloists were
Frideric Handel. The theme was "Music still heard above the symphony, a difficult
for a King (and Queen)" featuring anumber task.
of vocal soloists and harpsichordist Gene
Entrances by the chorus were smooth
L. Jarvis.
when they needed to be smooth and unob
The concert began with Purcell's Come trusive, crisp when they needed to be crys
Ye Sons of Art, a musical ode composed in tal clear and cutting. Lacking, however,
honor of Queen Mary's birthday.
was any sound quieter than mezzo forte,
It used to be only men sang in the chorus explained easily away by the concern to be
and upper vocal parts were tackled by boy heard over the accompaniment.
trebles and adults singing in falsetto. Still
And while the choir maintained a regal
today, women singers do not perform in the and majestic air during Handel's piece, a
choirs of the Chapels Royal.
certain amount of gaity was missing from
Friday, however, Harris aptly combined Purcell's "Birthday Ode for Queen Mary,"
both men and women, producing a comple "to celebrate theglories of thisday." Smiles
mentary regal sound.
were replaced with furrowed brows of con
"I was very pleased," remarked Harris. centration in a piece that the choir knew
"[The performers] certainly rose to the well and could have afforded a little enjoy
occasion."
ment.
Come Ye Sons of Art featured many
These comments, please remember,
soloists— Stephen Bene, junior; Linda come from the mouth of amere critic. And
Meyers, ASC graduate; Joan Warshauer, it has beensaid that critics are but frustrated
senior; Raymond Ellis, senior; Les Taylor, musicians and artists. Well, they are.
ASC graduate; and C. Elizabeth Rodgers,
This recent concert was enjoyable, en
junior— all of whom had fine perform tertaining and culturally enlightening, at
ances.
tributes hard to find in culturally malnour
The stand-out performance in the first ished Savannah. And possibly enough to
half was Dana Whitney Whiteis' rendition motivate this singer, gone critic, back to the
of "Bid the Virtues, Bid the Graces." Her stage.
•••
crystal soprano range skillfully executed
by Maureen H. Paglia

photo by Mike Gadomski, SPS

photo by Mike Gadomski, SPS

much of the plot since it is so essential to
the film's effectiveness.
The film and the baseball filled plot are
A REVIEW
Some films are hard to understand. simply vehicles for the message about life
Some films are hard to explain. Some films in whole that the film contains. Itis through
are hard to review in depth.
baseball,"Americia's national pastime," that
Field of Dreams falls into each of these the pulse of society is felt. Manypeopledo
catagories, butcontrary to how it may soun
d, not understand the appeal of baseball or any
it is an excellent film. However, it is hard other sports to the masses that they attract.
to classify in simple terms.
But the attraction of society tothereleaseof
The problem with interpreting the film sports is so dynamic that the two are fused
lies in its basis. The plot is meant to wash together, creating asynthesis between them.
over you, making the film an experience, It is nearly impossible toexplain why oneis
not just a simple story, transcending all at so drawn to such a simple and mundane
tempts to be rationalized.
game. It must be that the novelties and
The film stars Kevin Costner as a farmer effects must be experienced like this film.
who becomes obsessed with a dream he
After all, sports are a key sign of the
develops. Perhaps the dream, being irra times. People remember great times as
tional as most dreams are, complicates the products of the society and as reminders
understanding of the film. Costner hears a about the fruition of dreams, which is the
voice one day that wh
ispers, "If you build it, idea of the film in its purest form. Pe ople
he will come." After seeing a vision of a remember teams like the 1969 Mets or the
baseball diamond in his cornfield, he sets 1988 Los Angeles Dodgers, teams, th at
out to plow under his corn to build the field, despite infinte odds, overcome allobstruc
which he believes will allow the ghost of tions to achei ve their single goal and dream
the great baseball player Shoeless Joe to win a championship. Many young chil
Jackson, who was banned from baseball for dren and disillusioned men go to bed at
his unproven involvement in the 1919 night dreaming of reaching the hallowed
Chicago "Black" sox world series, to come ground in sports.
back to play again.
Do not view this as a baseball lfick. fl>e
Amy Madigan's fantastic portrayal of film simply uses baseball as the focus of a
Costner's wife in a large way makes the dream, which baseball is not alien to. I"
unbelieveable premise work. She decides fact, baseball readily lends itself to mysti
that her husband must complete this dream cal dreams.
to ease his soul over his bitter relationship
Any living soul that has dared to dream
with his long dead father. Her support and can and will enjoy this film. Do not allow
tolerance is bouyed by her rationalizations the dreams to be rationalized. It wonl
about the possiblity of losing the farm if the work. Instead, sit back into the chair and
field is not planted next year.
dream the dream, which you will e ventu
The acting continues to be solid through ally be compelled to do. Don't attempt to
out the film with the likes of James Earl guess ahead of the direction of the plotor
Jones rounding out the major stars in the the meaning. The film will explain itself m
film.
the process of unfolding before you. ^
I really don't want to continue and ruin you have to do is dream and relate. v
by Ron Speir, Jr.
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Tie-dyes and Duckheads at
R.E.M.'s Savannah concert
R.E.M. has never relied on flashy gim
micks to sell a concert, just good music.
A REVIEW
But one feature they do invoke is a big
Well, at least one dream came true this screen on which a variety of short films and
year — R.E.M. came to Savannah. This backdrops are flashed. After the opening
manifestation of my dream allowed me to song of the concert, a short read-aloudsee my favorite band in my hometown with-type film was shown, reminding the
instead of driving all the way to Atlanta or audience of a few "simple rules," including
Columbia, but as it turned ou
t I wished I had stay in your own seat and "don't rush the
driven to Atlanta.
stage because Peter doesn't like that."
Four years ago R.E.M. came to Savan
The other films that were shown fea
nah during their Fables tour. I remember tured a bizarre out-take from their home
how appalled I was when the crowd did not video R.E.M. Succums, fish swimming
fill the civic center's bottom floor, the place around, and a ferris wheel in fast motion.
where all the punks with seats at nose bleed Another letdown. Again the past was much
level were trying to sneak down to. But this better. The Work tour had a slide set that
year, after R.E.M. has become the idols of was different for almost every song on their
teeny boppers, they managed to fill pretty then current album Document. The film
much all the civic center, although the that was shown for "It's the End of the
entire civic center tried to fill the floor this World as We Know It" was again better
time.
during the Work tour, where it was a piece
A classmate of mine remarked how she meal film of propagandist, sensationalist
had never seen so many duckheads and tie- television spots seen everyday, and it would
dye shirts in one place. I agree, but I also have been a better video than the one cur
confess. Many of those duckheaders go to rently on the MTV reruns.
my high school alma mater, which shall
The set that they played, although it did
remain nameless.
encompass several albums, was not the best
I figure I must be getting pretty old when set I've seen played but acceptable. Those
I start calling high schoolers kids. After all, annoying aforementioned first-time cononly a few short—very short—years ago I cert-goers kept yelling for the anthem of
was among their ranks. Actually, when my R.E.M., their first single, "Radio Free
aunt first brought R.E.M.'s first record, a Europe". Well, here's a late newsflash.
single of "Radio Free Europe/Sitting Still," They rarely play that and "Chronic Town,"
back to Savannah from Athens, I was in the which are their two best songs. However,
seventh grade. Yes, I've been a fan that they did play "Perfect Circle," another rarely
performed song.
long.
After I figured out that my anticipation
The set also featured few un-R.E.M.
of a civilized reserved seating concert was songs, although their standard practice is to
shot to hell by all the teeny boppers who showcase other songs. One of the two they
wanted a general admission concert, I at did play, "See No Evil" was dedicated to
tempted to enjoy the concert. I won' treveal the Savannah River Plant, which was ac
how many obnoxious high school kids I companied with a five minute Stipeian
threatened to kill if they didn't get away environmental speech. The other song was
from me (mostly because I lost count). I a dirge-like cover of "Summertime" by Ira
just leave it at saying that all those people Gershwin from the musical PorgyandBess.
who were not in the seats they were sup During "Summertime" many of the teeny
posed to be in really #$%@&* me off (at boppers were wondering what the hell was
one time five people occupied one seat in going on - Was this a new tune?
front of me).
Finally, the audience participation was
Anyway, my excellent position 25 feet worse than any other concert I've ever
from the stage was a blessing and curse, seen. I guess most of the kids were at the
which I have already discussed. I g uess, concert and didn't know what to do. Stipe
going to my fifth R.E.M. concert, I de loves and expects the audience to mimic his
served good seats for a good concert. I was movements, like posing for an oath in the
wrong.
song "I Believe."
As I walked out, I heard people rejoicing
Luckily, the band did three encores, which
"what a great concert." Well, for those of is pretty standard. Only five nights earlier
you how saw R.E.M. for the first time, they did a five encore show which lasted
maybe. But for me it was probably the two and a half hours. You could have heard
worst.
a pin drop inbetween the encores at this
The strain of the world tour with Savan concert.
nah being one of the final stops could be
Alas, I must be content with the simple
heard in Michael Stipe's voice. But I give fact that R.E.M. gave Savannah a second
Stipe credit for trying to maintain the en chance, and I hope that they will give us
ergy that he normally spouts in concerts. another chance in the future. Next time
Last year's Work tour probably featured they come those kids in the duckheads and
Stipe at his most ene
rgetic, while the Fables tie-dyes will be a bit older and hopefully
tour in Savannah showcased his poetic more mature, making the concert a little
insight.
more enjoyable for all. •
by Ron Speir, Jr.

photo by Mike Gadomski,SPS|

Gamblers have fun during recent Pete Rose Nlte sponsored by CUB

A campus radio station?
b^Xnd^augHItn
Ever thought about how great it would
be to listen to the music that most college
kids hear on their college radio stations
every day? The cutting edge of music that
otherradio stations simply don'tplay? And
what about being able to tune in the great
classical an d jazz productions that ASC
puts on?
Could Armstrong start a radio station?
A wishing expedition showed both the
possibilities and the challenges involved in
such an endeavor. "It would be difficult,"
says Al Ha rris, director of student activi
ties. The idea of setting up an FM station
seems simple enough, but putting a broad
cast station into operation from scratch
involves a tremendous amount of work.
Some of the more difficult challenges
facing such a project are gaining financial
support and obtaining a license from the
FCC. The initial startup cost could range
from $20,000 to $60,000. Then an annual
budget would haveto becreated with enough
money to support an engineer's salary,
maintenance and operation costs, and nu
merous other miscellaneous costs.
To acquire and keep an operating li
cense, the s tation must provide a unique
educational opportunity to the students that
operate the station and also show a respon
sible attitude of radio journalism through
its broadcasts.
We would also have to generate enough

manpower to staff it both initially and over
the long term. From speaking with students
and faculty it seems as if there is enough
enthusiasm on campus, but is there enough
genuine support? Dr. Anderson, head of
the fine arts dept. says that his students
would be very happy to help staff the sta
tion. Students in engineering and in Eng
lish studies also voiced their support. Of
course, students from all areas of study
would be encouraged to participate.
The type of programming the station
would transmit must also be considered
before applying for a license. According to
Anderson, the fine arts department pro
duces about 20 concerts per year that are of
broadcast quality. Although this is a sub
stantial amount of air-play tim e,some other
large contribution of air time would have to
be made. Possibly, this additional time
could come from donations or purchases of
popular selections from record companies.
Whatever the decision, the production of
additional air time would be financially

costly.
If Armstrong seeks to establish a radio
station, the administration, faculty, and the
entire student body would have to give it
their full support. Without an enduring
commitment from everyone involved the
station would have little chance of survival.
The beginning of our own radio station is
up to us. If we want one, everyone at Arm
strong must be willing to help. At least the
wishing expedition showed that a lot of
others are wishing, too. •>

HEALTH
Exercise worse than smoking?
Aerobic exercise—jogging, walk
ing, bicycling—while greatly benefitting
the cardiovascular pulmonary system, can
pose a potential health threat if levels of
ozone are above acceptable federal stan
dards, according to the American Lung As
sociation of Georgia. The group, which ob
served Clean Air Week 1-7 May, urged
public awareness of this problem and its so
lution—the use of stringent controls on
motor vehicle and commercial and indus
trial pollution emissions.
Ozone, a form of oxygen that is a highly
reactive gas, is the main component of air
pollution known as smog. It acts as a
powerful respiratory irritant at levels fre
quently found in most of the nation's urban
areas during summer months. Symptoms
include shortness of breath, pain when
inhaling deeply, and wheezing and cough
ing.
Who is at risk from high ozone levels?
The Lung Association says that people who
exercise outdoors, or who otherwise par
ticipate in activities that increase their res
piratory rate, respond much more severely
to ozone exposure than people at rest. Adults
exercising outdoors, construction workers,
and children at play are all considered by
the organization to be at risk from high
ozone levels.
"Others at risk are people with pre
existing respiratory disease like chronic
bronchitis, emphesema, and asthma," said
L. Jack Clark, president of the American
Lung Association of Georgia. "They al

ready suffer from reduced lung function
and cannot tolerate an additional reduction
in lung function due to ozone exposure,
explained Clark.
"In addition, a subgroup of the general
healthy population called 'responders react
to ozone exposure while exercising with
significantly greater losses in lung function
than the average. Although there is no way
to identify these 'responders' prior to ozone
exposure, the Environmental Protection
Agency estimates that this group represents
five to 20% of the total U.S. population,"
Clark concluded.
The association gives these tips for
exercisers:
• Be aware of the quality of air you
breathe. Refer to radio and television
weather reports, check the weather page of
your newspaper or contact your local air
pollution control agency.
• On days when the ozone level (smog)
is unhealthy, exercise early in the morning
or evening when smog levels are lower.
• Avoid exercising nearcongested high
ways. Running in a typically polluted urban
area for half an hour a day is equivalent to
inhaling the carbon monoxide from a pack
of cigarettes in a day.
• Stay at least 30 to 50 feet away from
cars. At traffic lights, move ahead of the
exhaust pipe of the first car, or stay behind
the last car until the light changes.
• If you experience symptoms such as
tightness in the chest, coughing or wheez
ing, stop exercising immediately. •

YOUR NEXT TEST WILL BE

Multiple choice.
m&wm.

Macintosh Dx
in

Starting NOW you may purchase any of these
machines in your bookstore. For more information
please contact your bookstore personnel or Bob
Fawcett in the computer lab.
AC3 Computer
10010 Abercorn St.
Savannah, Ga. 31406
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New No Smoking signs have recently popped up across campus-Are
No Exercise signs soon to follow?

Aluminum -- a silent killer

believed to be linked to aluminum. Tie
changes resemble Alzheimer's disease,
which is a form of senility whose predomi
We, in the United States, continue to use nant characteristics are memory lo ss and
aluminum cooking utensils although this deterioration of personality. Aluminum
use has dangerous consequences. The sale interferes with the body's use of m agne
of aluminum cooking utensils is prohibited sium, which is essential for health. It is
in Germany, France, Belgium, Great Brit especially needed for effects on nerves.
ain, Switzerland, and Brazil. But in the
In 1980, tests of autopsy tissues were
United States, we continue to use them.
performed from three persons with
Pots and cooking utensils made from Alzheimer's and three persons who were
aluminum are popular in the U.S. The pots not senile at death. Large deposits of alu
and cooking utensils are probably so popu minum were found in the nerve cells and
lar because they are so readily available brain cells of those who had Alzheimer's.
and inexpensive.
Very littlealuminum was found in the those
Aluminum is also found in many types who were not senile at death.
of wrappers, such as aluminum foil and
. Only a short time ago, 276 people be
bubble gum wrappers. There is a right and came ill after eating potato salad ata picnic
wrong side of aluminum foil. The shiny in Topeka, Kansas. Investigators put the
side is the side which contains aluminum blame on the potato salad, which had been
and should not face the food. If it is placed made with vinegar and stored in aluminum
towards the food, the food reacts with the containers. Vinegar easily corrodesalumi
aluminum and poison is released. The num. In a similar instance in H arrisburg,
bubble gum wrappers have an aluminum Pennslyvania, 33 nurses became violently
wrapper with white material against the sick after eating potato salad which h ad
gum to keep the aluminum from touching been stored in aluminum containers.
the gum.
We are literally poisoning ourselves not
Cooking in aluminum pots produces only by cooking foods in aluminum pots
many different types of poisons, such as and pans, but by actually ingesting alumi
hydro-oxide, phosphate, chloride, and a num over-the-counter antacids and b uff
powerful narcotic acid poison. Aluminum ered pain killers and in a variety of f° °"
poison will produce acidosis, which de additives. We wrap food in aluminum foil
stroys the RBC.
for later eating without realizing that t he
Phosphorus and calcium deficiency can aluminum can actually leach into the food
follow a long continued intake of alumi while it's in the refrigerator. We also drink
num salts from aluminum cooking utensils. sodas and beer from aluminum cans. W hy
Aluminum salts rob other food elements of is widespread use of aluminum food-re
their phosphorus to form insoluble and lated products acceptable in the Unite
nutritionally useless compounds. Stomach States, but not in other countries? NeXl
ulcers, heart failure, cardiovascular dis time you begin to cook with aluminump0^
ease, and obesity are consequences of alu and pans, think first and try stainless stee
minum poisoning.
instead.
•
Certain brain changes in animals are
by Tricia Clark

News breaks & hot flashes
from around the world
^^t
by Okla Bobo
Grandma died last night The sump
broke, little sister ran off with Reverend
Skeeter, and daddy shot the dogthat ate my
essay. I've got a good case of bad luck.
Heck, if I fell into a barrel of bosoms, I'd
probably come out sucking my thumb.
But never mind the boo-hoos. Having
missed my deadline, I've now got to cough
something up for this column. So, to make
sure you get your money's worth, I'll just
rip a few things off the press wire and call
it a day.
***

ACROSS

1 Tree fluid
4 Sea in Russia
8 Leak through
12 Oolong
13 Festive
14 Bark cloth
15 Bitter vetch
16 Puzzling
16 Specks
20 Skin of fruit
21 King of Bash an
22 That woman
23 Defeat
27 Deface
29 Seed container
30 Wading bird
31 Hebrew month
32 Deposit
33 Evil
34 Note of scale
35 S.A. animal
37 Swine
38 Burst

«WBG€PISSS SBMCE

39 Home of
Broadway
40 Tattered cioth
41 Three-toed
sloth
42 Highway
44 Showy flower
47 Claimant to a
throne
51 Mr. Gershwin
52 Unit of Italian
currency: pi.
53 Actor Barry
54 Goddess of
healing
55 Distance
measure
56 Icelandic writing
57 Diocese
DOWN

1 Stalk
2 Danish island
3 Priest in charge
of p arish

The

Crossword

Puzzle

4 Matures
5 Hurried
6 Wing-footed
7 Kind of beer
8 Bogged down

9 Gnaw
10 Slender finial
11 Moccasin
17 Myself
19 For example:
abbr.
22 Torrid
24 Either
25 Piece for one
26 Break suddenly
27 Shopping area
28 Competent
29 Edible seed
30 Marsh spot
32 Stung
33 Large
36 Article
37 Cushioned
38 Feels compas
sion for
40 Roam
41 For instance
43 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
44 Region
45 Great Lake
46 Unusual
47 Work at one's
trade
48 Inlet
59
50 Goal

T

OXBRIDGE (England). Separated from
his wife and deeply depressed, John Boyle
decided to end it all.
He sealed off all the doors and windows
of his home, made himself comfortable,
and turned on the gas oven.
But nothing happened.
What he had forgotten was that his home
and had been converted to North Sea gas,
and North Sea gas is non-toxic.
When he realized his mistake, Mr. Boyle
decided to reconsider his decision. So he lit
a cigar and blew himself up.

stole one, but it broke down. He stole
another one, but it was too slow and barely
dented a fender.
Police investigating the crash charged
Lucic with auto theft While being ques
tioned, he plunged a dagger into his chest.
Quick action by the officers saved his
life. When he recovered, Jovo was sen
tenced to a year in jail.
On the way to his cell, he dived through
a window to the street 25 feet below. A
snowdrift broke his fall.
A judge suspended his sentence and let
him go, saying, "Surely fate has something
in store for you."
***

MOUNT PALOMAR (Ca.) The "solid"
objects surrounding us are swirling masses
of electrons, neutrons, protons and swirling
atomic particles. Our eyes are sensitive
only to that segment of the spectrum be
tween red and violet: the remaining 95% of
all light (cosmic, infra-red, gamma, and xrays) we cannot see. Thus, we only per
ceive five percent of the "real" world.

LOS ANGELES. Arrested on multiple
charges of malicious mischief, Mr. Frank
E. Taylor, aged 86, of Hollywood, used his
one free phone call to contact Los Angeles
NEWFOUNDLAND (Canada). Captive International Airport and make a bomb
squids suffering from depression commit threat.
***
suicide by eating their own tentacles.
* **

LONDON. A gaunt, sad-faced man walked
TOKYO (Japan). A young actress was into a doctor's office.
awakened at midnight by a masked intruder
"I'm depressed," the man said. "Noth
carrying a knife. He told her, "I don't want ing gives me pleasure. I have nothing to
to rob you. I just want you to listen."
live for. If you can't help me, I will kill
"Then he related his life story," eight myself."
een-year-old Nana Okada told Tokyo po
"I can help you," the doctor said. "You
lice." He touched me only once after tying must get outside yourself, expose yourself
me up: he pinched my arm when I feel to genuine laughter and happiness."
asleep listening. In the morning, he untied
"What shall I do?"
me, apologized, and left."
"Go to the music hall and see Grimaldi
***
the clown. He is the funniest man in the
WASHINGTON, D.C. According to a world. He will raise your spirits and make
report from the Americian Dietary Coun you laugh. He will give you the will to go
cil, here is what you will have to eat if you on."
live to be seventy:
The sad-faced man hesitated. "Doctor,"
7000 pounds of refined sugar
he said softly, "I am Grimaldi."
***
3850 pounds of fats and oils
14,000 sticks of gum
LONDON. English clowns hold an annual
1400 gallons of ice cream
memorial service to honor clowns who
1260 pounds of candy
have died during the past year. The service
4410 donuts
is dedicated to Grimaldi, creator of English
3500 pounds of cookies and cakes
pantomime and revered as the finest practi
140 pounds of potato chips and pretzels tioner of his profession. At the end of the
20000 eggs
service, the clowns rise and sing this hymn,
12 sheep
which is an ode to Grimaldi and to clowns
14 cows
everywhere:
23 hogs
I danced on a Friday
2 calves
When the sky turned black;
1000 fish
It's hard to dance
* **
With the devil on your back.
BELGRADE. Bank teller Jovo Lucic was
They buried my body
jilted by his girlfriend and decided the only
And they thought I'd gone,
thing left to do was kill himself.
But I am the dance and
The simplest way to do it, he decided,
I still go on. *>
was to drive an automobile into a tree. He

SLIGHTLY OFF CAMPUS^;
CLASSIFIEDS
ROOMMATES
Roommate need to share 3 bdrm
house on Isle of Hope. Call Margaret
at 356-5053.

Clerical
Savannah Wood Preservatives.
Clerical. 236-4875.
Law Firm. Secretary. 232-4436.
PIE National Truck Lines. Clerical.
234-0622.
Emory Worldwide. Date Clerk.
964-6174.
Banker's First. Teller. 351-2200.
Bignault & Haas Law Firm.
Secretary. 232-4436.

Sales
Bruce Gordon's. Sales. 233-5423.
Vogue. Sales/Cashier. 355-2915.
Builderama. Sales. 232-8441.
Automated Business Resources.
Sales. 354-0296.
Children's Corner. Inventory Sales.
355-2661.

Miscellaneous
John S. James Co. Computer Opt.
232-0211.
Comfort Inn. Front Desk & Night
Auditor. Apply in person.
Jackie Vonarb. Babysitting.
356-1571.
C&S National Bank. Proof
Operator. 944-3302.
Atlantic S.E. Airlines. Flight
Attendant. (494)996-4562.
ABC. Lifeguard. 236-5370.
Dr. Robert F. Buszeck. Bookkeeper/
Medical Assistant. 232-1592.
Southbridge Country Club. Greeting
Customers. 651-5455.
Costal Dialysis Medical. Technician.
232-2691.
Cannady CPA. Computer Opt. 2338397.

Food Service.
Johnny Harris. Servers.
Apply—3:00. 354-7810.
Quality Inn. Cocktail Waitress/Cook.
964-1421.
Arby's. Various positions. 355-5655
Chatham County
Apply to Chatham Country Human
Resources Department. 133
Montgomery St. Rm. 605, Savannah
GA 31401. Job Line. 234-6671.
City Of Savannah
Apply to City Personnel Office. 10
East Bay St. Savannah, 31401.
The office of counseling and place
ment also regularly posts the follow
ing up-to-date job announcements on
the bulletin outside the Office of
Student Affairs.

Students' protests dance
chancellor into resigning

while the board decided what to do with it.
'They're adults acting like children,
said photo editor Paul Llewellen of the
(CPS) Thanks to a marathon of student
dancing, singing,and acting, thechancellor publications board.
The university, owned and operated by
of the North Carolina School of the Arts has
the Seventh Day Adventist Church, fired
stepped down.
Jane Milley agreed to relinquish her advisor Ray Leadbetter, although he will be
leadership effective 30 June, after students allowed to continue on as an English in
at the Winston-Salem campus, which is structor.
"I think this is an overreaction," com
part of the University of North Carolina
plained
editor Ted Robertson, who has
system, staged a"Bard-a-thon" of perform
appealed
Lesher's decision. "There was no
ances designed to show their displeasure
reason
to
shut it down."
with Milley.
Students played oboe in Milley's park Satanic Verses fears continue,
ing space, recited all of Shakespeare s forces closing of bookstore
sonnets and plays, staged an interpretative
(CPS) Satanic Verses fears closed a
dance, juggled and performed mime skits
bookstore at one campus and forced the
to convince her to leave.
"We're not trying to railroad her out of cancellation of a public reading of the book
town," student Nathon Seymour told the at another.
A group of University of Arizonia pro
Associated Press. "We just want her to re
fessors cancelled a late-April reading of
linquish her power now."
The school's board, after two faculty The Satanic Verses because UA adminis
votes of "no confidence" and widespread trators refused to accept liability or provide
criticism of the chancellor's apparently abra security for the event, said English prof.
sive management style, voted togive Milley Richard Smyer, one of thereading's organ
a paid leave of absence and then hire her izers.
In February, Iranian leader Ayatollah
next January as a music instructor.
Milley's instructor's salary of $58,600 Ruhollah Khommeini offered a $4.9 mil
will be $6000 higher than the dean of lion bounty to anyone who killed Verses
author Salman Rushdie, and promised to
music's.
Paper suspended for tasteless attack others associated with the publica
tion or distribution of the work.
April F ools satire edition
Khomeini pronounced the work, de
(CPS) Andrews University president W. scribed as a broad fantastic satire of Islamic
Richard Lesher suspended the campus' stu thought, blasphemous because of ascene in
dent paper 19 April, saying its April Fool's which the prophet Mohammed briefly
edition inappropriately "mixes humor and considers women as saints.
religion."
Rushdie has been in hiding ever since.
The suspension came on the heels of Several bookstores in the United States,
administrative threats of censorship at the including one at the University of Califor
U.S. Naval Academy and Brown and nia at Berkeley, have been bombed, as was
Appalachian State universities. The stu the van of the wife of the captain of the U.S.
dent government at the University of Wis Vincennes, the Navy vessel that mistakenly
consin at Steven's Point also considered shot down an Iranian commercial jet in
freezing the funds of The Pointer, the 1988, killing 279 people.
campus paper, recently.
On 31 March, Denver police closed down
Lesher was particularly upset by an ar a campus bookstore shared by Metropoli
ticle about the late Ellen G. White, the tan State College, Community College of
school's co-founder, that was headlined Denver and the University of Colorado at
"Ellen Lives! Prophetess Spotted At Taco Denver when officials of the bookstore—
Bell With Elvis."
which had just shared the cost of publishing
Margaret Kronke, chairwoman of the an ad decrying Khomeini's death threat—
Michigan school's publications board, said noticed an abandoned briefcase in front of
the paper, called The Student Movement, the bookstore's security lockers.
was kept from publishing through April
After carefully opening the briefcase,

however, bomb squad officersfound books
and papers—not a bomb— inside it.
"This wasn't a bomb threatand it wasn't
a bomb," bookstore manager Gretchen
Minney told theMetropolitan,MetroState's
student paper. "It was out of caution."

Bookstore restricted to sell
books recommended by profs
(CPS) California community c ollege
students may have to go offcampus to find
books not related to their classes ifaMarch
court ruling stands.
The three-judge court of appeals upheld
a lower court's order stopping community
college bookstores from selling any books
besides those specifically required or rec
ommended by instructors.
It supposedly means that the bookstores
will have to remove all books not related to
classes, although no one seems to h ave
been contacted about removing theoffending books.
"Nothing's really happened yet," re
ported Janis Walsh, a bookstore employee
at the Contra Costa Community C ollege
bookstore.
"It's kind of funny having a bookstore
and only being able to sell certain books,"
she added. "How are they going to enforce
it, with bookstore police?"
The case is part of a larger debate about
whether a public university—which h as
tax-exempt status and can usually provide
goods and services at a lower cost than can
private businesses—should be running re
tail businesses.
In December 1988, Georgetown
University's law school was soundly criti
cised for opening a bookstore thatprovided
stiff, and some say unfair, competition to
the local store.
The California ruling is just the latest
round of a 1986 case filed against Marin
Community College by the owners of two
local bookstores, whocharged that by stock
ing bestsellers not related to coursework,
the school's two stores were violating the
state's education code, which said they did
not explicitly allow for salesof such books.
In 1987, a Marin County judge sided
with the local merchants.
The latest ruling affirmed that injunc
tion, and Marin college officials may ap
peal the decision, which theycall a threat to
academic freedom.

Being arrested for drunkdriving is very expensive. After
adding attorney fees and the
increased cost of auto insurance
after a drunk driving arrest.
College of Charleston students
figured it would cost them a
minimum of $7,000 to be
arrested.
Here is a list of what students
can buy with $7,000.

1 new car

2000 school
lunches

20,000
candy bars

35,000
doughnuts

8,235
gallons of
gas^^

700 tapes
or records

7,000
hamburgers

28.000
video games

/ 20 trips
to Ft.
Lauderdale

70
portable
stereos

movies

350
concerts

14,000 soft
drinks

175 pair of
jeans

2333 school
activities/

388 haircuts

NOTICE:
George Michael West is taking a
little time off after learning ex
actly what the 'A' in his Silver A
Award stands for.

by Mark Weitzman

mUU U,

by Mark Weitzman

Arm and Arm will return next
week after Michael returns from
his breif stay at Madonna's Home
for Wayward Girls.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

rhdri

gaga

CPS

© 1989 Mark Weitzman

© 1989 Mark Weitzman CPS

Uh oh. Where's Rob?
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Health Awareness

Week

22-26 May
Wed
8-10 med tech students in MCC lobby will provide
FREE cholesterol screening; results from
Howard Clinical lab, an affiliate of Candler
9-11 stress management
11-1 blood pressure screening

Mon
11-3

BSN students in MCC lobby: stress
management, blood pressure screening, sexually
transmitted disease information
12:30-1:30 Sgt. Williams of the Chatham Co. police
dept speaks on "Drug Education"

Thur
9-3 stress management, blood pressure screening

Tues
9-11 blood pressure screening
9-1 stress management
12:30-1:30 Livia McMann of the American Red Cross
speaks on AIDS in FA 206

Fri
11-1 stress management
11-3 blood pressure screening, sexually transmitted
disease information

All activities will be held in MCC unless
otherwise noted

BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVEL (BAL)
IN A 2-HOUR PERIOD
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Up to .05% BAL
.05 - .09% BAL
|Be Cautious Driving ! Driving Impaired

.10% BAL and Up
Do Not Drivel

